Friday, December 12, 2014

11:29 AM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

12-12-14 So the 1984 II cameras on Duval can catch it for
HQ...
12-12-14 So the 1984 II cameras... iPhone6 + drivers license,
Mary will be the first to get one! Driving Gregs MRI to record
speed at getting a invention!
12-12-14 So the 1984 II cameras... Magic Mushrooms Found
in Queen Elizabeth's Garden in 1947 sprouted Oxford
Doctors, grew so many so brightly colored they now in 2014
teach every class in London Schools. Dr. Oxford, Yes! A Oxford
MD teaches every class at every school in London in 2014.
Even gym. Dr. Gym Class you can imagine it would be laser
guided and warp speed, grin from todays London Gym
Classes. Not even in the same Class - grin!
12-12-14 Greg's MRI Brightens up a bit when I see her ahead
in our 1984 II Society. One smile and as the wind blows her
Goddess Curls I can read her thought. Thought Police are
busy at the Pentagon this morning as I edited this page last
night at Key West Sunset Celebration + added "Don't let the
Pentagon give away any more USA Godsends to Mecca!"
Everyone knows this is the $777 Mecca is spending today.
Godsends will blow in the winds of Key West at our
Hemingway House Wedding. Greg will give her a Miracle
Cure for her Wedding Gift!

12-12-14 MRI Brightens up a bit when I think we are going
to "Wind" the "Stage 4 Combat" against 1 million Clones of
Mary. Romance lights up the brains MRI. Now talk to God
Mary and Prove there is a Santa with Godsent Cure for Stage
4 breast cancer. Mail is late as Christmas Day is almost here.
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4 breast cancer. Mail is late as Christmas Day is almost here.
NY Times War Propaganda was busy with war all year long...
wow. Next couple of weeks we could see the headlines change
to Stage 4 Combat today was fierce... 24/7 Brainstorimg 39
Catalyst Hormones.

12-12-14 Brain's MRI Brightens up a bit when I Cheer for the
Old Woman with the Cane, + glass of wine running up 39
Steps... 39 Catalyst Hormones - she never thought Greg would
be writing about 39 Catalyst Hormones when she paid $50
for Hitchocks "39 Steps". When one kiss = mc 2 39 Steps almost
reaches the nearest 52 Stars as we design a new computer
game 52 pick up. H in 52 different stars burns and shines the
star for trillions of years or thousands. Burns from a cop car
crash are being investigated today at the pentagon. Torture
of Stage 4 women by Pentagon Generals too. A hate crime
like the sucker punch at a gas station hold up in 2000 in
Miami.

12-12-14 Brain's MRI Brightens up a bit when I'm rewarded
by a white haired old women who's can brew up a electrical
storm in my brain's gray matter. There is only matter of fact
here. 50% of drivers on the road on a Friday Night are
drunk. Laser guided cars on the outside you know lasers will
smell Joy Perfume like the new car smell...
39 More Steps to invent a futuristic DNA Miracle by a Clone of
Mary!
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DNA iApp on your iPhone6 Plus. I want to get one for Mary
for Christmas. Please remind the 1984 II Numb Nuts, grin.
12-12-14 So the 1984 II cameras... "The Relentless Production
of Shale Oil Is Breaking OPEC’s Neck"Peter Coy and Matthew
Philips at Broomberg Businessweek. Coal is breaking
Childrens DNA pictured above. OPEC has $777 Trillion in
Cash. Mecca is celebrating Christmas 2014 buying MIT war
toys. OPEC is buying organs for Moslem men and women.
Organs held up at USA gas stations. Broomberg will hang
like Saddam and end up in some Universe Hell. Gravity
would have been discovered, how gravity is generated if
Broomberg the Jew Mastermind of Holocaust II on School
Kids in the USA. Look at the DNA picture here and vision
Coal molecule causing a childhood cancer. By the millions
USA School Children are going to Saint Jude. Hell No We
Won't Go!

12-12-14 So the 1984 II cameras... iPhone6 + drivers license,
Mary will be the first to get one! Driving Gregs MRI to record
speed at getting a invention!
12-12-14 So the 1984 II cameras... Still no alternative to the
theory that Columbus brought syphilis across the Atlantic...

12-12-14 So the 1984 II cameras... iPhone007Spy ++
alternative to Syphilis pop up if the cell caller has syphilis,
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alternative to Syphilis pop up if the cell caller has syphilis,
STD's, Hepatitis... etc.

12-12-14 So the 1984 II cameras... "39 Steps" 39 Steps, "Don't
Fall Down Drunk on Wine" while Brainstorming this
invention, Mary. The iPhone007 Spy + when a 1984 II Numb
Nuts Top Brass guy calls you drunk on wine a pop up will tell
you what STD he has and how many men + women he has sex
with + who he has given STD's to... grin. If you ever get a call
from the Pope pop up of everyone Pope Francis has had sex
with... is on the screen, wow. Thank God. Mandy Miles
probably visited the Pope but never thought about the people,
adult or kids he has sex with. Mandy Miles get ready for the
iPhone007Spy ++ ... grin. Write about this next Sunday in the
Key West Citizen!

12-12-14 So the 1984 II cameras... Getting antibodies into
shape to fight cancer - Scientists at the University of
Southampton have found that the precise shape of an
antibody makes a big difference to how it can stimulate the
body's immune system to fight cancer, paving the way for
much ...
12-12-14 So the 1984 II cameras... Magic Mushrooms Found
in Queen Elizabeth's Garden.
12-12-14 So the 1984 II cameras...

Don't let the Pentagon Generals give any more USA Godsends
to Mecca!
Don't let the Pentagon Generals give any more USA Godsends
to Mecca!

Don't let the Pentagon Generals give any more USA Godsends
to Mecca!
39 More Steps to invent a futuristic DNA Miracle by a Clone of
Mary!
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DNA iApp on your iPhone6 Plus. I want to get one for Mary
for Christmas. Please remind the 1984 II Numb Nuts, grin.
Scientists are pretty sure that Earth's water didn't originate
on Earth itself, so where did it come from, exactly? Many
believe the source is water-rich comets that bashed into our
planet billions of years ago.
H @ -254 C liquid is the Miracle drink fuel for when 15
billion people use Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines and drive
laser guided cars. Don't let the Pentagon Generals give any
more USA Godsends to Mecca!
12-11-14 Don't let the Pentagon Generals give any more USA
Godsends to Mecca! Mary giggles, telling me she talks to God.
Contact with God, it's Christmas tell me about God Mary. I
talk to God all the time. Just my kind of women, love you
Mary! Miracles + Godsent Discoveries! When we dissect Gravity
God will surpass the Pentagon War Lords. I say the Pentagon
can be defeated. By Aliens. Godsent Discovery of how Gravity
is Generated is 1 of 39 Steps leading to the Alien Cable
Channel... with video + audio of aliens grin! Goodnight
Pentagon Masterminded Cable Tv channels! Greg's MRI on
fire watch for inventions Mary can spark. This is the way
Greg can make contact with God's godsend. Don't let the
Pentagon Generals give any more USA Godsends to Mecca!

12-11-14 Many studies have affirmed that a newer, shorter
course of radiation therapy for early-stage breast cancer
works just as well as a longer course. CIA Torture of Stage 4
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works just as well as a longer course. CIA Torture of Stage 4
women will be even bigger headlines than News Today! Every
Stage of Breast Cancer dissected 24/7. Even Hemingway
Writing Classes write this up as a Novel in one days sessions
after the 1984 II Numb Nuts make contact. Save her life will
be a U Turn for Bush + Yale Grads. Burns + Breast Cancer
tumors break the skin. My hands in my hippocampus can feel
this. Dr. Katrina with brain between her index finger and
thumb has thoughts of God and electric storms in this gray
matter on her finger! Soul-Mates for 4 Trillion years, Mary +
Greg want the 1984 II Numb Nuts to know we want a post
9/11 post Christmas 2014 wedding at the Hemingway House
on New Years Day for a New Years Invention iApp at 1984 II
HQ.

12-11-14 "Contacts" long time ago coming back to haunt
her, sun burned at every island in the ocean... MRI in my
brain lights up... invent a Sun Burn Rx for Sun Burns
decades ago. Mary makes contact with God + Godsent
Miracle Cure at Christmas Time in Paradise, Key West! Teeth
Cleaning every 6 months for 70 years needs a updated
Miracle Cure too. iApp iObservant they carry a gun Mary
says. Going to the Club something always happens, that's just
the way it is. Limo to the hotel, lined up waiting for me...
wow! Angel of Beauty thats makes mens MRI light up with
can I get you a invention or discovery? iObservant of your
needs for futuristic inventions. Lets touch, spark of creation.
Hold up your finger!
12-11-14 "Contacts" NY Times... Many studies have affirmed
that a newer, shorter course of radiation therapy for earlystage breast cancer works just as well as a longer course. 1
Million Dead Women World Wide in 2014 and NY Times
wrote this!

12-11-14 "Contact" I tell her I can brainwash myself, look
think about Mary and light up my MRI... Architects of C.I.A.
Interrogation Drew on Psychology to Induce... NOT Godsends
Rx Cures for Stage 4 Breast Cancers... By BENEDICT CAREY
New York Times Today! Do a Google search at the CIA for
Stage 4 Breast Cancer and nothing comes up. I hope to get
some MRI's lite up by CIA women who want to win the Stage 4
Breast Cancer war with Bush's $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues
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Breast Cancer war with Bush's $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues
and his Pimp money from supplying Mecca with SWF Sex
Slaves. Search Sex Slaves at the CIA... find their Pimp in Yale
Grads. Did Hillary sell sex slaves to Saudi Arabia, search for
this!

12-11-14 "Contacts" Bush, long time before 9/11 he + Dad
were throwing fire bombs at cop cars and SUV's World Wide...
Bush learned from Dad in 1980 how to throw fire bombs at
cop cars... these are our Elite Yale Men. Yale should be taken
over by the Yale Med School Campus!

12-11-14 "Contacts" Just six days after the Sept. 11, 2001,
attacks, President Bush signed a secret order that gave the
Central Intelligence Agency the power to capture and
imprison terrorists... BP Oil Gasoline Bombs.
12-11-14 "Papoose Contacts Greg from Sandia Labs" Just six
days after the Sept. 11, 2001, sometime before this I have to
look at the dates on her email. Well Papoose and Sandia
Labs failed to use the ElectricWindmillCar. Mr Buell and the
Wind Car in their Secret file. When the NY Times gets this cops
revenge... NYC cops revenge on the NY Times for letting Bush
toss gasoline bombs at cop cars to get $777 Trillion will be
like God + Hell.
12-11-14 "Contacts" MRI spark of creating + now a futuristic
SUV for "Beautiful women" haunted by their sun burns in
Paradise. White Sandy Beach in the Tourists ads.
12-11-14 Contact with Joy Perfume, handful of Jasmin,
Roses, secret file from Los Alamos written by Papoose at
Sandia Labs 10 years ago. Burned cops in fiery crashes. Poor
Girl Papoose 10 years ago Mary was on a Island Paradise
getting sun burned again and again while Papoose was
trying to save the lives of cops world wide from her lab in
New Mexico. MockingJay's President Snow would have cut
her... out. 10 Years later Mary worried sick about sun burns
on every island in the Ocean is ready to help Papoose at
Sandia Labs put a stop to fire burned cops! MRI inspire, light
up Greg's brain, she knows the Invention song to light up my
life. Life ready to work 24/7 with wifes to get burn medicine
to cops in the burn units. 155 Story Yale New Haven Medical
School was fire bombed by Bush + sons in 1980. Los Alamos +
Sandia Labs the employees of Yale Grads. Realizations that
set Papoose on fire. Set her MRI on fire. Greg can make
contact with God's godsend. Don't let the Pentagon Generals
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contact with God's godsend. Don't let the Pentagon Generals
give any more USA Godsends to Mecca!

12-11-14 Contact with Greg, 39 Steps, $50 she paid my way.
What, Why?
12-11-14 Contact with Greg's Secret file 10 years ago from
Papoose. Three page letter about fiery cop car crashes..
MockingJay's President Snow hides all Google hits on fiery
cop car crashes today!! Papoose is a simpleminded child
working for Mad Men... How could she think sending me a
secret file on the wind car would stop Yale Grads from tossing
gasoline bombs at cop cars? You have to be more Elite than
God to even think you can get away with tossing gasoline
bombs at cop cars world wide.
12-11-14 Contact with God, it's Christmas tell me about God
Mary. I talk to God all the time. Just my kind of women, love
you Mary! Night Vision Glasses - Futuristic one's we talk out
after they the 1984 II Numb Nuts make Contact. iApp that
lets you see all the "Dark Matter" in the Universe!
12-11-14 Contact with Mary + the baby, expressions could
win a award right there in the hotel bar, wow! Car Crash
Stories then you will drive a car Mary. Eyes Wide Open, no
thoughts of women in Mecca whipped for driving a car. Bush
+ Yale Grads block YouTube Videos of Mecca Pope's who Whip
women Today. Pope Francis also has a whip for women in the
USA. Coal Pope Francis gives USA women a piece of coal in
their Christmas stocking by the fireplace. Night Vision Glasses
Futuristic one's can see the coal gases, poison gases from
burning coal in the fire place or in the Coal Fired Power
Plant next to the Vatican. Pope Francis was told about this
but didn't call 911. God will be mad as hell at Pope Francis
for this!

12-11-14 Contact with a actress wife. Orchards of Banana
Trees I didn't get into the conversation last night with Mary.
God's Ally Mary. Talk to God Mary! Anticipating 1984 II
making contact using you. Laser Guided Car, will Greg will
be your laser teaching you to drive a car. Remember if you
go to Saudi Arabia the Pope in Mecca will Whip you for
driving a car. Bang, 72 Virgins I know you hate this idea
they brainwashed all their men with and there is only 1
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they brainwashed all their men with and there is only 1
cure... gas lobotomy formula from the CIA Torture Dept.

12-11-14 Many studies have affirmed that a newer, shorter
course of radiation therapy for early-stage breast cancer
works just as well as a longer course. CIA Torture of Stage 4
women will be even bigger headlines than News Today! Every
Stage of Breast Cancer dissected 24/7. Even Hemingway
Writing Classes write this up as a Novel in one days sessions
after the 1984 II Numb Nuts make contact. Save her life will
be a U Turn for Bush + Yale Grads. Burns + Breast Cancer
tumors break the skin. My hands in my hippocampus can feel
this. Dr. Katrina with brain between her index finger and
thumb has thoughts of God and electric storms in this gray
matter on her finger! Soul-Mates for 4 Trillion years, Mary +
Greg want the 1984 II Numb Nuts to know we want a post
9/11 post Christmas 2014 wedding at the Hemingway House
on New Years Day for a New Years Invention iApp at 1984 II
HQ.
12-11-14 Contact with Mary's life stories... Mary mentions
over and over of drugged drinks at bars. 1984 and no
camera cops watching her drink. what!
12-11-14 Contact... Add actress Beverly Johnson to the list of
women who have come forward with disturbing allegations
of having been drugged by Bill Cosby .

12-11-14 Contact with Microsoft, Bill + Melinda Gates. Can't
Wait!!
Microsoft account Verify your account We detected
something unusual about a recent sign-in for the Microsoft
account in*****@live.com. For example, you might be signing
in from a new location, device, or app.
To help keep you safe, we've blocked access to your inbox,
contacts list, and calendar for that sign-in. Please review
your recent activity and we'll help you take corrective
action. To regain access, you'll need to confirm that the
recent activity was yours. Review recent activity
Thanks, The Microsoft account team
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12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... put a stop to fiery cop cars
world wide. This was and is part of the CIA Torture post 9/11
ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era. CIA lunatics did it for $777
Trillion in $4 Gas last time they will hold up Mary at a
Miami Gas Station in 2000. And sucker the CIA sucker punch
took 200 stitches, so when the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord is
driven by Mary, a girl on FIRE... to End Crime + War BC,
finally!! Just give Mary $777 Trillion, grin! If I would have
meet Mary in 1980, she would have inspired a cure for BC in
1981. Tortured by the CIA Intelligence at
InventingSomething Good + Wonderful, In God We Trust our
Soul-Mate coconsciousness shines for 4 trillion years. 500
times the age of the current Universe. Take out the I in CIA,
asap! NASA Industrial Age Begins!
12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... In God We Trust: 1984 HQ can
anticipate brainstorming miracles from us.

12-10-14 Christmas Present for Mary. 10 Los Alamos
SuperComputers!! Dancing with SuperComputer. Twirling
and giggling code, eat this Joy Perfume, add 10 dozen roses.
IBM has never ever had a dozen roses in any supercomputer
room world wide! JOY perfume in a supercomputer room for
inspiration, no way! Womens Voices singing Madonna's
Moms Breast Cancer Song not written yet.
12-10-14 Christmas Present for Greg... Marry Mary at the
Hemingway House on New Years Day 2015. New Year that will
bring a "Will" of laser guided Macbook Air Ride School Buses
for clones on Mary in 5th grade next year with their
boyfriends MRI glowing from their inspiration, you are
Beautiful Mary. God's Best Invention! Girl spinning in her
sparkling dress, every year of her life a new dress appears
before my minds eye in the brain. I see her life year by year
as she grows older and wiser. Don't walk down 39 Steps
drunk... get Hitchocks 39 Steps Silent Jet Engine. Yes it can be
a Gravity Engine. In 1939 we would be shot trying to sell this
to the Pentagon, grin. No a Invention Project they would
finance.
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finance.

12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... Improve her Fortunes In God We
Trust: Allah is bankrupt without the Pentagon Godsend of
$777 Trillion, Mary can spend a lot better here in the USA.
Bill + Melinda better sell their second home in Mecca ASAP,
grin.
12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... I called Mary, I would call
1984 HQ, they already know. I left you a long voice mail
message, just wait on the 1984 HQ call to light our Invention
Fire. $ Trillions I will call you then. Meet me at 5, OK your
Beautiful!!

12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... 1984 HQ knows this web
inspired by Mary will finally put a stop to fiery cop car
crashes world wide. Paris to Moscow and there will be burns
to treat by MD in the Burn Units world wide.

12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... Gregs long message she
anticipates brainstorming a BC Cure + 39 Steps Silent Jet
Engines from 1939. Silent as I can read her thoughts about
wanting to be the women who inspires a Rx Cure for Stage 4
BC world wide. Paris to Moscow there will be stage 4 deaths
today. HQ Paris will send us a Stage 4 women to get overly
inspired brainstorming the 39 Catalyst Hormones with
intensity of a cop car on fire.
12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... 1939 BC Cure 1984 Society I
told her I will get it, get both then call...
12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... Meet me at 5... Start the Girl on
Fire to stop their 1984 HQ killing, in War + Peace!

12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... In God We Trust: 1984 HQ can
anticipate brainstorming miracles from us.

12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... put a stop to fiery cop cars
world wide. This was and is part of the CIA Torture post 9/11
ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era.
12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... In God We Trust: agonizing
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12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... In God We Trust: agonizing
cries from God to Los Alamos Scientist with trillions in Mary's
Supercomputers. Christmas Present for Mary. 10 Los Alamos
SuperComputers!!

12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... In God We Trust:
12-10-14 Mary Girl On Fire... In God We Trust:
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12-9-14 "Skills to Cure Sage 4 BC..."
12-9-14 ...39 steps of brainstorming "Catalyst Hormones" we
would have covered at Mary's home on the internet about
stage 4

12-9-14 Mary's call to HQ 1984 Today!
12-9-14 Mary's call to HQ 1984 Today!
12-9-14 Mary's call to HQ 1984 Today!
12-9-14 Mary's call to HQ 1984 Today!

12-9-14 Mary's call to Greg Today!
12-9-14 "Skills to Cure Sage 4 BC..." and I end up watching
Mary + Girlfriend climb 39 steps, not the 39 steps of
brainstorming "Catalyst Hormones" we would have covered
at Mary's home on the internet about stage 4 but the same
39 steps of the Wine Room. Mary knows 39 kinds of wine not
Catalyst Hormones to cure BC! And she refused to drink 39
Catalyst Hormones - 1984 II Numb Nuts at HQ could have
ordered Mary to drink 39 Catalyst Hormones... but didn't.
Skills of 1984 II Numb Nuts... make $777 Trillion off of Oil
and give it to Mecca + Allah. Mary wants $39 Trillion. We
Mary + Greg have the skills to build 39 Yale Key West Medical
Schools on a 155 Story Eiffel Tower Structure. Mary wants to
build one in Chicago.
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build one in Chicago.

12-9-14 "Skills to Cure Sage 4 BC and I stare at Mary in
disbelief... Mary in a 1984 society...

12-9-14 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year from our 1984 II
Numb Nuts at HQ...
12-9-14 Mary's call to HQ 1984 Today!
12-9-14 Mary's call to Greg Today!

MockingJay Mary's call to HQ 1984 Today!
12-9-14 "Skills to Cure Sage 4 BC and I stare at Mary in
disbelief... as she J walks with a cane in hand heading for
the 39 steps up to the Little Room Jazz Bar drunk. Drunk
coming down the 39 steps. Just a matter of time before she
falls down drunk again! Mary in a 1984 society... and her
girl friends watch her cane up 39 steps... her girl friends
know greg and 1984 II Numb Nuts are watching.
12-9-14 "Skills to Cure Sage 4 BC and I watch her "Girl
friends" let her "Wine O Days" end her Shouts of Alarm to
start the cure skills going at warp speed for 1 million stage 4
Mary Clones!

12-9-14 "Skills of your Girl friends" they can't even catch you
falling down 39 steps...

12-9-14 "Skills of Your Girl friends" they can't inspire Greg to
invent the Gravity Engine...
12-9-14 Mary's skill is inspiration, Greg's skill is inventing a
cure...

12-9-14 Greg can feel the burns + tumors on the skin, cops
burned in a fiery crash, women to scared and Homeland
Security to stupid to do airport scans for 10 mm BC.
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12-9-14 "Secret Skills" Sandia + Los Alamos, their Papoose
tried her best to put a stop to fiery cop car crashes 10 years
ago with a "Secret" file mostly blacked out about Mr. Buell +
the Wind Car.
12-9-14 "Skills to Cure Sage 4 BC and I stare at Mary in
disbelief... Mary in a 1984 society...

12-9-14 "Skills to Cure Sage 4 BC and I stare at Mary in
disbelief... as she J walks with a cane in hand heading for
the 39 steps up to the Little Room Jazz Bar drunk. Drunk
coming down the 39 steps. Just a matter of time before she
falls down drunk again! Mary in a 1984 society... and her
girl friends watch her cane up 39 steps... her girl friends
know greg and 1984 II Numb Nuts are watching.
12-9-14 "Skills to Cure Sage 4 BC..."

12-9-14 "Skills to Cure Sage 4 BC..."

12-9-14 "Skills to Cure Sage 4 BC..."

12-9-14 ...39 steps of brainstorming "Catalyst Hormones" we
would have covered at Mary's home on the internet about
stage 4
12-9-14 Mary's call to HQ 1984 Today!

12-9-14 Mary's call to Greg Today!

Mary went to Little Room Jazz Club... no date with Greg, I
just called her to say 7 pm Christmas Parade and Mary said
yes I know don't call me again unless it's important that you
got a lot of money... not just a little but a lot of money! Then
call me...
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52 Nearest Stars each with its own Aliens. A unique sets of
abilities that together overcome a number of obstacles to
Star Travels. 1. Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4
gasoline!

12-8-14 "39 Steps" The well-heeled Marilyn Monroe once said,
"Give a girl the right shoes and she can conquer the world."

39
12-8-14 "39 Steps" Steps, "Don't Fall Down Drunk on Wine"
while Brainstorming this invention, Mary. 1 Million Clones
of Mary have Stage 4 Breast Cancer, so don't fall down drunk
brainstorming with Greg the Rx Overnight Miracle Godsent
Cure inspired by #1 Mary!! Key West Christmas Parade Float
next year!! There will be cameras all along the way
watching Mary + Greg brainstorming so don't fall Mary.
Time to quit the Wine not Greg, grin!

12-8-14 "39 Steps" Seduction is the game... Seduction in the
Frontal Lobes causes a Lighting Storm of synapses to Invent,
MRI live, Observe Greg getting the Rx Cure at the
MockingJay's Capital. President Snow left her at the alter,
not Greg! MRI live at the Hemingway House Wedding Too!
12-8-14 "39 Steps" 39 Steps, "Don't Fall Down Drunk on Wine"
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12-8-14 "39 Steps" 39 Steps, "Don't Fall Down Drunk on Wine"
while Brainstorming this invention, Mary. Memories of
Falcon's at warp speed between the trees in MockingJay's +
Greg's forest... waiting for the chance to Mary Mary, first day
of class every year for 25 years passing out BDay Cards!
Student rebellion MockingJay song no pardon to cure breast
cancer this year... Did President Snow shoot him for telling
me? Ten years after the electricWindmillcar invention
President Gee's wife died of Breast Cancer... I can see her on
the Shakespeare Stage in my hippocampus now. MockingJay's
always singing your song back, Madonna's Breast Cancer
Lyrics...

12-8-14 "39 Steps" 39 Steps, "Don't Fall Down Drunk on Wine"
while Brainstorming this invention, Mary. The iPhone007
Spy + when a 1984 II Numb Nuts Top Brass guy calls you
drunk on wine a pop up will tell you what STD he has and
how many men + women he has sex with + who he has given
STD's to... grin. If you ever get a call from the Pope pop up of
everyone Pope Francis has had sex with... is on the screen,
wow. Thank God. Mandy Miles probably visited the Pope but
never thought about the people, adult or kids he has sex
with. Mandy Miles get ready for the iPhone007Spy ++ ... grin.
Write about this next Sunday in the Key West Citizen!
12-8-14 "39 Steps" Mary falling down 39 steps Today, iPhone6
+ beeping as the futuristic one will be laser guided like the
MacBook Air Ride School Bus will be more futuristic than
watch the 1st step... grin!
12-8-14 Catnip + Katniss for Mary. MockingJay's cameras are
on both Mary + Greg most of the time. Hissing cat Buttercup.
Hissing at the Hemingway House Writing Class Novel titled
"One Million Clones of Mary Stage 4" Novel will be written in
one days class by 100 writing students and will be
Brainstormed by Mary + Greg!

12-8-14 "39 Steps" Mary paid $50 for Greg + Mary to see this
play - Mary was Urgent! Lots of Spunk then and she "Danced"
up and down Duval. Today Mary has a walker + cane from
falling down drunk.
12-8-14 "39 Steps" Alarmed by the intensity of 1 million Mary
Clone's with Stage 4 Breast Cancer Greg is Urgently trying to
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Clone's with Stage 4 Breast Cancer Greg is Urgently trying to
get a MD wife, lab, Los Alamos, $ Trillions.

12-8-14 "39 Steps" War Time Invention Projects, Today Mary
has stage 4 Breast Cancer...
12-8-14 Mockingjay ad is Marlo Thomas at Saint Jude
Childrens Hospital, Marlo Thomas is the MockingJay for
poison gasoline exhaust... Holocaust II from the Capital.

12-8-14 Mockingjay Today... BP Oil Harmed Saint Jude
Children with cancer + Birth Defects....
12-8-14 The U.S. Supreme Court refused to review BP Plc's $9.7
billion settlement over the 2010 Gulf of Mexico oil spill,
turning away the company's argument that hundreds of
millions of dollars are going to businesses that weren't
harmed.
12-8-14 1 Million Mary's with stage 4 BC were harmed by BP
Oil... Holocaust II worst than the Jews! Gas is Poison exhaust.

12-8-14 "39 Steps" Mary paid $50 for Greg... Mary will get a
return on this $ Mary said don't call me again unless it's
important that you got a lot of money... not just a little but a
lot of money! Then call me...
12-8-14 "39 Steps" Important 39 Steps to invent a Jet Engine
that is "Silent" and a Gravity Engine with Mary... grin!

12-8-14 "39 Steps" Mary. Today it's "Urgent" Mary stop
drinking wine or stop going up 39 Steps to the Bar

12-8-14 "39 Steps" Mary
12-8-14 "39 Steps" Today "39 Steps up to the Little Room Jazz
Bar" 11 am wine 11 pm falling down drunk...
12-8-14 "39 Steps" 1st Date Hitchocks "Silent Jet Engine for
Planes"
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12-8-14 "39 Steps" Mary paid $50 for Greg...
12-8-14 "39 Steps" Mary...
12-8-14 Berkeley emailed me same invention project after
Mary + I saw the play + movie...

12-8-14 Mary... I paid $50 for us to see this, remember: Yes
and seemed like you were overly urgent that I, we go see this
39 steps!

12-8-14 "39 Steps" Mary
Today it's "Urgent" Mary stop drinking wine or stop going up
39 Steps to the Bar, death wish as Mary just fell drunk. A
woman Wine O who would pick the only wine bar in Key West
that has 39 steps and she walked this with a walker and now
with a cane!

12-8-14 "39 Steps" Mary paid $50 for Greg... Urgent invent an
iApp to stop Carjacking!
12-8-14 "39 Steps" it took Shrien Dewani, 34, 39 Steps that
should have been on MockingJay's Capital Cameras... went
on trial in October for the 2010 killing of his 28-year-old
wife, Anni Dewani. He set up her murder in circumstances
meant to resemble a carjacking — a common occurrence in
South Africa — in a hardscrabble township outside Cape
Town.
12-8-14 "39 Steps" Today "39 Steps up to the Little Room Jazz
Bar" 11 am wine 11 pm falling down drunk...

12-8-14 "39 Steps" Today... Conquer Stage 4 Breast Cancer
with Marilyn's Inspiration... Mary's Inspiration! "Archives of
Sexual Behavior," "Archives of Inventors Inspiration Point
that... Mary I got it!!"
12-8-14 "39 Steps" Today... And in social terms, women's
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12-8-14 "39 Steps" Today... And in social terms, women's
rights advocates have objected to high heels, saying they
reinforce a misogynist stereotype: women as sex objects to be
ogled by men.

12-8-14 "39 Steps" Today... Women as the Goddess of
Inspiration.. War on Cancer! Not Nuke Drones inspired by
MIT Mad Men!
12-8-14 "39 Steps" Today...

12-8-14 "39 Steps" Today...
Mary went to Little Room Jazz Club... no date with Greg, I
just called her to say 7 pm Christmas Parade and Mary said
yes I know don't call me again unless it's important that you
got a lot of money... not just a little but a lot of money! Then
call me...

52 Nearest Stars each with its own Aliens. A unique sets of
abilities that together overcome a number of obstacles to
Star Travels. 1. Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4
gasoline!
12-7-14 Mary went to Little Room Jazz Club... no date with
Greg, I just called her to say 7 pm Christmas Parade and
Mary said yes I know don't call me again unless it's
important that you got a lot of money... not just a little but a
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important that you got a lot of money... not just a little but a
lot of money! Then call me...

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
12-7-14 Mandy Miles get ready for the iPhone007Spy ++...
grin. Write about this next Sunday in the Key West Citizen!
After Greg, not your Gregg but me calls you... ha. Wrote up
Mandy below on Top is Mary, grin!
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

12-7-14 Mary went to Little Room Jazz Club 821 Duval to
watch the Key West Christmas Parade without asking me for
a Date. Then drunk at 10 pm way past her bed time asked
me to leave the little Room Jazz Bar when I went to asked
her about the Parade, saw her at the bar so parked bike on
Duval. I waved to you couple times when you were in sitting
in front few months ago, remember... she didn't. She said
what Long Parade she said 4 times... 4 glasses of wine. 30
Steps with a cane I wonder if she fell here? Got nothing about
Christmas Parade but long... "Christmas Parade Was Long"
Tell me about it... NO! So Greg and a Trillion Observers in
NYC or like the MockingJay would say Capital missed the
camera shot of Greg and Mary Watching 500 Christmas
Floats down Duval and Truman. Mary Drunk were you
watching me watching the Parade... NO. I went to
MockingJay just got back. More a loss for the 1984 II Numb
Nuts and of course the Pope who is counting his $777 Trillion
in Shell, BP, Exxon Christmas Money. So Mary said don't call
her... not ever because Mary wants the $777 Trillion and the
MockingJay Cameras watching Mary + Greg. I want to write
about Mary's Life... 2 nd time I saw MockingJay and was
great! President Snow Mocks Obama... grin!
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 1984 II NSA is eavesdropping about
70 percent of world's mobile phones when 19K SWF a year in
the USA are murdered by a Drunk Man... 007 November Man,
point of the CIA... is her life worth saving. As 007 just told
everyone the CIA bombed the building that started the II
war there.
Mary went to Little Room Jazz Club... no date with Greg, I
just called her to say 7 pm Christmas Parade and Mary said
yes I know don't call me again unless it's important that you
got a lot of money... not just a little but a lot of money! Then
call me...
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call me...

Mary's Christmas Parade with Greg requires lots of money
from 1984 II Numb Nut... MockingJays!
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
12-7-14 Mary went to Little Room Jazz Club for the Key West
Christmas Parade last night....

12-7-14 Mary went to Little Room Jazz Club at 10 PM Parade
was over and MockingJay Movie was good...
12-7-14 Mary went to Little Room Jazz Club... with no date
from Greg, I just called her to say 7 pm Christmas Parade
and Mary said yes I know don't call me again unless its
important that you got a lot of money... not just a little but a
lot of money! Then call me...
12-7-14 Mary went to Pearl Harbor but not Hiroshima,
Nagasaki.
12-7-14 Mary asked me out of the blue if Dad went to Pearl
Harbor... Dad died last year knowing the 1984 II Numb Nuts
and never talking to me about inventing the
ElectricWindmillCar few months after I meed Kennedy and
Mom and Dad came to visit to see my BDay Card I just had
5K copies printed in 1979. $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Mary went to Little Room Jazz Club... with no date with from
Greg, I just called her to say 7 pm Christmas Parade and
Mary said yes I know don't call me again unless it's
important that you got a lot of money... not just a little but a
lot of money! Then call me...
Mary's Christmas Parade with Greg requires lots of money
from 1984 II Numb Nut... MockingJays!
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
12-7-14 Mandy Miles starts off with the "Capital" not the one
in MockingJay... well could be a play on words. And Worlds
as she has traveled to Hell + Back. "Passwords" is her article
today. Bill Gates mad as hell cut off my password at live
mail. Thank God we no longer have to remember phone
numbers. 14 years ago her best friend Gregg McGrady 923loser number he said, grin. Happy 50th BDay Gregory, You
may be an enigma to some to me you are a man of honor.
And will always have memory enough for your phone
number. Play on words... Capital letters in passwords and
Capital in MockingJay... Thank God we no longer have to
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Capital in MockingJay... Thank God we no longer have to
remember... Thank God Greg + Mary can work on the Memory
Invention Project when I get a $ Trillion from the 1984
Numb Nuts at the Capital... is Mecca the Capital of Microsoft!

12-7-14 "Kill gay people for AIDS-free world by Christmas:
Arizona pastor..." not in the NY Times Today but... West Texas
News. While health experts around the globe are struggling
to find an efficient cure for HIV/AIDS, a pastor in Arizona
has suggested a 'simple' solution: kill all gay people.
12-7-14 iPhone007 Spy + when a 1984 II Numb Nuts Top
Brass guy calls you drunk on wine a pop up will tell you what
STD he has and how many men + women he has given it to...
grin. And as for the Pastor to iPhone007 Spy will tell what
kids the Pastor and Trump have had sex with if you ever get
a call from the Pope pop up of everyone Pope Francis has had
sex with... is on the screen, wow. Thank God for What Mandy
Miles in Key West. Mandy Miles probably visited the Pope but
never thought about the people adult or kids he has sex with
and STD's... so Mandy Miles get ready for the iPhone007Spy
++... grin. Write about this next Sunday in the Key West
Citizen!
12-7-14 A new report from The Intercept shows that the US
National Security Agency (NSA) has been eavesdropping
about 70 percent of world's mobile phone networks through a
secret program called Auroragold for several years now.

12-7-14 "Kill gay people for AIDS-free world by Christmas:
Arizona pastor..." not in the NY Times Today but... West Texas
News. While health experts around the globe are struggling
to find an efficient cure for HIV/AIDS, a pastor in Arizona
has suggested a 'simple' solution: kill all gay people.
12-7-14 iPhone007 Spy + when a 1984 II Numb Nuts Top
Brass guy calls you drunk on wine a pop up will tell you what
STD he has and how many men + women he has given it to...
grin. And as for the Pastor to iPhone007 Spy will tell what
kids the Pastor and Trump have had sex with if you ever get
a call from the Pope pop up of everyone Pope Francis has had
sex with... is on the screen, wow. Thank God for What Mandy
Miles in Key West. Mandy Miles probably visited the Pope but
never thought about the people adult or kids he has sex with
and STD's... so Mandy Miles get ready for the iPhone007Spy
++... grin. Write about this next Sunday in the Key West
Citizen!
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12-6-14 "FORCE MAJEURE" Kind of "Love" that leads a
family... of 15 billion people to safety from head on collisions
when the Elite suppress laser guided cars... and fill the air
with "Black Smoke of Deiseal Exhaust!"
12-6-14 This is our "Black" "Head On Collisions" 1984... no
matter what I will marry you Mary! Greg's Kind of "Love" that
leads a family... of 15 billion people to safety from head on
collisions when the Elite suppress laser guided cars... and fill
the air with "Black Smoke of Deiseal Exhaust!"

12-6-14 "FORCE MAJEURE" Kind of "Love" that the Wives can
"Radiate like Brain Storming" currents in the synapses.

12-6-14 "FORCE MAJEURE" Avalanche Movie was in French
with a few subtitles... Overkill of "1984 II" Avalanche of
Breast Cancer make-believe "We have the Cure" Orwellian
stories... We survived propaganda from the French Pentagon
Generals took away a lot from this movie! French Actress
Beautiful women shower her breast once for a second. Not
really any reason for this scene in the movie! 10 Minutes of
Mom Dad 2 kids brushing their teeth with electric
toothbrushes scenes too. Avalanche comes straight towards
them eating at the ski resort patio, "Fog" of the Avalanche
engulfs them... this is the whole movie, except for no state of
the arts laser guided bus driving down the switch back ski
resort mountain road when the 1980 French Ford Escort
would have been laser guided, nice state of the arts gift from
the French Elite to the masses lost by no song birds, whistle
blowers. Papoose tried to stop fiery cop car crashed in the USA
+ this would have helped cops in Paris... no invention to stop
the Oil Avalanche at Canes France. This movie won the
Judge Award too.

12-6-14 This is our "Black" "Head On Collisions" 1984... no
matter what I will marry you Mary! Greg's Kind of "Love" that
leads a family... of 15 billion people to safety from head on
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leads a family... of 15 billion people to safety from head on
collisions when the Elite suppress laser guided cars... and fill
the air with "Black Smoke of Deiseal Exhaust!"

12-6-14 Avalanches... Man made started to STOP the deadly
Avalanches in the French Ski Resorts Today are "Oil in
Africa" and unlike this movie "FORCE MAJEURE" Partially
Subtitled the French Elite started Oil Avalanches kill women
+ children today along with cops.

12-6-14 Avalanches... There is no stopping this French Oil
Money of Avalanches!
12-6-14 Avalanches... Snowden movie is at the Tropic
Cinema titled Citizen Four, both Mary + Greg said at the
same time "Snowden is a Scam!!"

12-6-14 Avalanches... Berserk, Postal, Hysterical Stage 4
Breast Cancer women were murdered by the "Masterminds of
Snowen"
12-6-14 Avalanches... Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says
Apple products are overpriced... $777 in Oil Revenues
"Created Mark Zuckerberg, is a war criminal who murdered
thousands of stage 4 breast cancer women by his actions
watching the Man made Started Avalanche coming towards
him to be their "Partners in Crime" which turned out to be
Holocaust II.

12-6-14 Avalanches... iApps and Avalanches of MacBook Air
+ Pro with built in iPhone6 +
12-6-14 Avalanches... Anybody who wants to get a basic
grasp of coding will be able to do so with Apple's free coding
workshops across the country on Dec. 11 at all of Apple's
retail stores nationwide

12-6-14 Avalanches...
12-6-14 Avalanches...
12-6-14 Avalanches...
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12-6-14 Avalanches...

12-6-14 Avalanches...

12-5-14 This is 1984... no matter what I will marry you Mary!
12-5-14 Win 8.2 Fix for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year... is a
Marriage in a 1984 II Society
12-5-14 Romance + Love are a type of "Gravity" that can
shock the brain + headlines at the NY Times.

12-5-14 Write a Christmas Card to Mary... let Mary write
something, how is this going to part the Universe for the
Start of Star Travels? NASA ornaments on the Tree. Star on
the top of the Christmas Tree is a SuperShuttle Train blasting
off in 3D.
12-5-14 This is 1984... MockingJay symbol of the tempest from
the play by the name "Tempest" and the Winds of 1,001 Nobels
in Medicine a year in the Era of the
ElectricwindmillMiniVan, MacBook Air + Pro plugins work
when the engine, electricwindmill is not on... left behind will
be Win 8.2 Fix and poison gasoline exhaust up and down
Duval from all the Delivery Trucks left with engines running.
Invisible because Win 8.2 Fix hung up uploading the iapp for
carbon monoxide and other poison gases. Intel Xeon is
needed to visualize these poison molecules parts per billion
in your blood as they bond to the babies DNA as its dividing
into trillions of cells causing a cancer or birth defect. You
can not accuracy visualize this in your mind and Intel does
not hire MD women. Grin. Intel is unforgivable for not
selling the masses Xeon CPU's. Bill + Melinda are the
masterminds behind this they don't need a "Education"
12-5-14 This is 1984... "The Jet Engine: No Invention of the
Past 85 Years Had a Greater Impact..." Ashlee Vance
Bloomberg Businessweek. I can't open this now as wifi not
strong enough in Starbucks on Duval.
12-5-14 1984 II MockingJay Symbol will be the "Gravity
Engine" invented in Key West, just like the Pirate Ships
sailing in on the winds of "Beautiful Women"

12-5-14 No Invention of the Past 85 Years Had a Greater
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12-5-14 No Invention of the Past 85 Years Had a Greater
Impact...
12-5-14 No Invention of the Past 85 Years Had a Greater
Impact... ElectricwindmillCar Engine Invention 9/11
12-5-14 Win 8.2 fix failed to upload the iApp for the 9/11
ElectricWindmillCar Engine... giving us 9/11
12-5-14 This is 1984... no matter what I will marry you Mary!
12-5-14 This is 1984 II no matter how many fiery cop car
crashes world wide NY Times kills the Front Page Photos...
12-5-14 This is one of the things reasons I was putting
through the synapses in my frontal lobe last night... I sent
email to Papoose saying to all she failed to stop fiery cop car
crashed several years ago...
12-5-14 Win 8.2 fix failed to stop fiery cop car crashes world
wide... this implies the richest man in the world with his wife,
Bill + Melinda are "Cop Killers" of course they are!!
12-5-14 "Tempest" and the Winds of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine
a year in the Era of the ElectricwindmillMiniVan, MacBook
Air + Pro
12-5-14 Bill + Melinda are "Cop Killers" of course they are!!
They also went after mosquitos instead of 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year + Hemingway Writing Classes were 100 in
the class can all write the futuristic Hemingway Novel with a
Invention Project in every chapter and have it finished by
the end of the class.

12-5-14 No Invention of the Past 85 Years Had a Greater
Impact... Hemingway's Nobel Writing Class in Key West went
the way of the Yale Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel
Tower Structure!
12-5-14 No Invention of the Past 85 Years Had a Greater
Impact... than win 8.2 Fix. Now its time for iApps and
MacBook Air + Pro... $777 Trillion once confiscated from
Saudi Arabia + Mecca will be spent on a order for 1 Billion
Each with built in iPhone007 Plus +
12-5-14 No Invention of the Past 85 Years Had a Greater
Impact...
12-5-14 No Invention of the Past 85 Years Had a Greater
Impact... hidden cameras!
12-5-14 No Invention of the Past 85 Years Had a Greater
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12-5-14 No Invention of the Past 85 Years Had a Greater
Impact... Futuristic "Dash Cam" with mic + speaker cops can
call and see you in your car...
12-5-14 Seen It All Before: 10 Predictions About Police Body
Cameras...

12-5-14 London on Duval Key west with 10,000 pan and
zoom cameras made for public use!!
12-5-14 Laser guided red and green lights, every traffic light
has a brain + uses it to change the light at the right time!!
12-5-14 "Laptop or Tablet? 5 Questions You Need to Ask
Yourself First" TIME By the way Microsoft is marketing the
Surface Pro 3, you'd think tablets and laptops were
practically interchangeable: just a matter of personal
preference.
12-5-14 ...matter of personal preference... No not really, its a
matter for Rocket Scientist and MIT drone engineers who
will get a job at Los Alamos for the "Drone Nuke Cold War
Era" in 1984 II.
12-5-14 ...matter of personal preference... No not really, Win
8.2 Fix Failed 40K stage 4 breast cancer women who died in
2014, if the Top Brass let Bill + Melinda go on with SCAM 40K
stage 4 breast cancer women will die for sure in 2015.
12-5-14 ...matter of personal preference... No not really!
12-5-14 This is 1984... no matter what I will marry you Mary!
12-5-14 This is 1984... Papoose at Sandia + Los Alamos HQ
doesn't know what could have stopped her marriage to stop
all fiery cop car crashes several years ago...
12-5-14 ...matter of personal preference... No not really!
12-5-14 This is 1984... no matter what I will marry you Mary!
12-5-14 This is 1984... no matter what I want you to be Greg's
Goddess of Inspiration!!
12-5-14 This is 1984... no matter what I will marry you Mary!
12-5-14 This is 1984... no matter what I want you to be Greg's
Goddess of Inspiration!! When we are 90 I can go over the
last 10 months of this web and point out all your
inspirational inventions, invention ideas I got thinking
about you in my hippocampus!! 1,001 videos of you are
stored there, now what else from God's best invention... Joy
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stored there, now what else from God's best invention... Joy
perfume Rx!
ALIGN="middle" ALT="Gregs 2007 web"

12-4-14 "Husbands + Wives, Tell Me All Your Stories..."
12-4-14 Prince Charles killed all the British Astronaut's same
time he murdered his 1st wife and took back the Falkland
Islands. BP Oil got richer each time. Babies left in cars in
London, that died. Prevention accessory for cars, wars,
killing your wife. All British Inventions Lost to the "Times"
London Times! Despite Michelle Obama's vow to end veteran
homelessness, VA fails... "Vet Kills Wife at Christmas" Kill this
story, I can hear the Pentagon Generals telling the NY Times,
kill this story!! Prevention accessories like laser guided no
head on collisions inventions lost to Vets coming home next
week and kill their wife! 1984 II is far worst than 1984. Stage
4 Breast Cancer Wifes this Christmas will die, because same
Pentagon Generals refused to let Greg get inspired by Mary +
get the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer in time for Christmas 2014.
1984 II war crimes!

12-4-14 "Husbands + Wives, Tell Me All Your Stories..."
12-4-14 Romance + what each is wanting in exchange for a
"Tell Me All Your Stories" wives. She is looking for God,
Goddess of Inspiration, see what he can invent or write with
each Story of Her Life she Tells... Both of us old cats, like
Buttercup in MockingJay Part 1 + Hunger Games. Not easy to
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Buttercup in MockingJay Part 1 + Hunger Games. Not easy to
get a story of a widow, hysterical women, she reacts as you
are disillusional Greg! 800,000 dead babies in 2014 on the
front page of the NY Times Today. India not Boston + Miami
babies left in hot cars to die. India NY Times knows how
many babies were left in hot cars in India last summer and
died. 800,000 died from a virus... "Tell Me All Your Stories"
Challenging start for a Married Wife. You write and invent,
you will just write or invent something... Yes I will, this is our
"Partners In Crime" Marriage Contract... you will sign. You
can have all the money Mary, 15 billion people in India
need the H @ -254 C... Falklands killed Aliens well as getting
BP Oil richer. We have to STOP BP Oil so tell me a story, Mary!

12-4-14 "Husbands + Wives, Tell Me All Your Stories..."
12-4-14 Unforgivable... act from your sister + first husband....
Forgive them and give them an ElectricWindmillMiniVan...
NO!!
12-4-14 Tell me what "actions" are unforgivable, so I know
what not to do to you Mary. I asked the women who sent me
the "Secret File" about Mr. Buell + the Wind Car to help us get
"Brainstorming 24/7" the Rx cure for breast cancer
yesterday. Christmas Present for stage 4 hysterical women
next year... Papoose - she sent the "Secret" file because of fiery
cop car wrecks she wanted to put a stop to several years ago...
I hope she gets more help on getting us Married to a Breast
Cancer Cure! Talks.
12-4-14 "Husbands + Wives, Tell Me All Your Stories..."

12-4-14 HealthDay)—A new study is intensifying the debate
over whether Christopher Columbus or his crews brought
syphilis from the New World to Europe, setting the stage for
hundreds of years of illness and death.
12-4-14 "Husbands + Wives who get the iPhone007 + will have
the iSTDapp pops up what disease the call has... Herpes must
have killed a lot of wife's more than Columbus and his crews
syphilis... Cure!!
ALIGN="middle" ALT="Gregs 2007 web"
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12-3-14 give me some insight... Biking up Duval just now
Noon made a U-turn at the Key West Womens Club as 30
women out in front of the 1800 Mansion. Yes, wow looking at
all the gray hair women who are "Gray Haired MockingJays
in Key West" I park the trike with the notebook in the basket
and BDay card 10 yard line from the women.
12-3-14 give me some insight... No not Taylor Swift donning
a MD degree + lingerie for Victoria's Secret Futuristic Key
West MD womens performance up and down Duval... xxx who
knows if it will be limited to the Yale Key West Med School
area... no xxx there just "Anatomy + Inspiration" from God's
best invention, women!
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12-3-14 give me some insight... 100 missing brains found in
the homes of 5th graders, Dr. 5th grade teacher let the
children take home their brains for homework.

12-3-14 give me some insight... Biking up Duval just now
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12-3-14 give me some insight... Biking up Duval just now
Noon made a U-turn at the Key West Womens Club as 30
women out in front of the 1800 Mansion. Yes, wow looking at
all the gray hair women who are "Gray Haired MockingJays
in Key West" I park the trike with the notebook in the basket
and BDay card 10 yard line from the women...
12-3-14 give me some insight... Yes we can read each others
minds in a 1984 II society!! I look and think and wonder
how many "brainstorming ideas" I could get with her...
them... all of them, cheering on the cure for Breast Cancer
from Duval in Key West all the way to NYC.
12-3-14 give me some insight... NY Times front page about $4
Billion for the last 4 years work on a "Train" Station.

12-3-14 give me some insight... Key West Flagger had a
"Train" to Key West. This is Key West History.

12-3-14 give me some insight... Breast Cancer is the futuristic
discovery that gives Key West the Edge to be world famous as
Breast Cancer Cure was discovered in Key West.
12-3-14 give me some insight... I would have told all the
women at the Key West Womens Club just now if I thought 1 of
them would have made contact and Helped Greg with a
idea...
12-3-14 give me some insight... Biking up Duval just now
Noon made a U-turn at the Key West Womens Club as 30
women out in front of the 1800 Mansion. Yes, wow looking at
all the gray hair women who are "Gray Haired MockingJays
in Key West" I park the trike with the notebook in the basket
and BDay card 10 yard line from the women.

12-3-14 give me some insight... President must shoot them on
the spot if they give away to much about this 1984 Society,
grin.

12-3-14 give me some insight... No. Just shoot all the women
with stage 4 breast cancer today waiting for the "Train" from
NYC with the "Rx Cure"
12-3-14 give me some insight... No. NYC run by the NY Times
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12-3-14 give me some insight... No. NYC run by the NY Times
worked 24/7 the last 4 years on a "Train Station" not a
futuristic "Train". wow!

12-3-14 give me some insight... I will go by the Key West
Womens Club again when I leave Starbucks I would like to
plug in the Dell + Acer on their porch today... someday... wow
the Gray Haired MockingJay women across the street from
StarBucks Today!
12-3-14 give me some insight... No. Wow for NYC as we locals
in Key West know 9/11 was financed by $4 gas the Pentagon
gave Mecca not God! Not to God's best invention... women!
12-3-14 give me some insight... No Wow NYC Key West Breast
Cancer Womens Train is not a Train like NYC's Today but
more like the MockingJay Planes but Gravity Engines!
12-3-14 give me some insight... Mary walking down "Duval"
cane in hand, Greg Biking up "Duval" Notebook and BDay
Card in bike basket... "You just happened to be walking down
Duval... smile like the Full Moon" wow. This just gave me
more insight into Marrying Mary at 1984 II HQ then at the
Hemingway House, tonight? Does anyone know... grin.

12-3-14 give me some insight... I have 2 notebooks running
at the same time in Starbucks right now. Wifi to the Key West
is low but works to read the news on the Dell and Acer but
not strong enough to publish my web.

12-3-14 give me some insight... Discovery News story... "Elite
Families Stay Elite For Centuries" JFK Carrier $10 Trillion
McCain Brain Dead Admirals put the Universe Off Limits
and it's Classified!! Gods Best invention needs a breast
Cancer cure for $10 Trillion.

52 Nearest Stars and they don't know who is who... Bush, Oil
money has addicted Bush Families. Kerry must be the PTS of
Vietnam Women in his nightmares or the sex slaves in
Mecca... Yes Kerry has top secret clearance to watch the
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Mecca... Yes Kerry has top secret clearance to watch the
YouTube Saudi Sex Slave Videos...

Dr. Nancy will tell us how many times Matt Lauer has
watched these... grin!

Kennedy in 1980 they must watch Teddy Kennedy old videos
of the Windmill in Animal Farm and the End of the Saudi
Oil Embargo via Teddy + Jimmy Carter. Peanuts and no
futuristic packaging or dish... does Jimmy Carters wife
invent new peanut dishes? Ever? Peanuts @ -254C in liquid
hydrogen pack will be in the next MockingJay Movie.

Queen Elizabeth would have George Orwell killed in a Paris
Tunnel going to fast today. Greg has no insight but WOW
how could the King + Queen let Orwell publish all those
books.

Today the Queen will not let Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines
do the North Sea Fishing for the Fish and Chips...

Prince is a helicopter pilot who killed God and got a Medal
of Honor from Liz. Killed all British Astronauts from ever
traveling to the 52 nearest stars. Falkins was more Honor
than 52 Aliens. 840 kilos of coke must go to the Royals in
England.

Yale London Medial School on a 155 Story Eiffel Tower
Structure might cause another 100 year war between France
and England. Who won?

12-3-14 give me some insight...
12-3-14 give me some insight... on how much a MockingJay
Mary is... in our 1984 II Society. Dating-Invent-Something to
part the Universe!
12-3-14 give me some insight... on how much a MockingJay
Mary is... in our 1984 II Society. Dating-Invent-Something to
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Mary is... in our 1984 II Society. Dating-Invent-Something to
part the Universe!

12-3-14 give me some insight... Fiery Cop Car Crash in Paris +
LA... Judge the Top Brass "Insight" letting this happen in
every city on Earth.
12-3-14 give me some insight... academic mic + speaker so I
can record everything when I'm the one who gets a new
IPhone6 +

12-3-14 give me some insight...
12-3-14 give me some insight... Who buys 840 kilos of cocaine
in a 1984 II Society that can rob gas stations in Miami of
$777 Trillion, while gassing more Cubans in Miami to death
via cancer than Jews?

12-3-14 give me some insight... Coast Guard unloads 840
kilos of cocaine...

The crew of Her Majesty's Ship Argyll on Saturday unloaded
840 kilograms of cocaine, worth an estimated $27.9 million,
at Coast Guard Sector Key West.
12-3-14 give me some insight...
12-3-14 give me some insight...
12-3-14 give me some insight...

12-3-14 give me some insight...

An additional 216 kilos of cocaine worth an estimated $7.1
million was off loaded Tuesday in Mayaguez, Puerto Rico.
While on a routine patrol, the crew of a Joint Interagency
Task Force South (JIATF South) patrol aircraft detected a gofast vessel south of Haiti heading north at 15 knots with fuel
barrels and possible contraband on board, reports state.
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barrels and possible contraband on board, reports state.
Watchstanders from the Coast Guard 7th District Command
Center directed the Argyll to intercept and conduct a
boarding of the vessel. The go-fast began to jettison objects
and the Argyll launched both of their small boats. Shortly
after, the go-fast vessel with four suspected smugglers
aboard, became compliant and was boarded by a U.S. Coast
Guard law enforcement team.
The Argyll crew recovered 29 bales of contraband the suspects
jettisoned into the water. All bales later tested positive for
cocaine. The smuggling vessel was destroyed as a hazard to
navigation.
In a separate case, the Coast Guard LEDET and crew of the
Argyll teamed to seize 216 kilograms of cocaine worth an
estimated $7.1 million after a Dutch maritime patrol
aircraft detected a suspect go-fast and vectored the Argyll to
the vessel's location on Nov. 23. The go-fast vessel was stopped
and two suspects were taken into custody.
12-3-14 give me some insight...

analyze no gas stations! Should have been Today, Too but
for $777 Trillion! 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H @ -254 C
will be the start of Star Travels by NASA!
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will be the start of Star Travels by NASA!

52 Nearest Stars each with its own Aliens. A unique sets of
abilities that together overcome a number of obstacles to
Star Travels. 1. Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4
gasoline!
Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale
Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel
Tower Structure! 6-1-14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777
Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011.
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Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011.

Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale
Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure
should be built today 6-1-14 as Greg flew into Key West with
$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on
3-4-2011.
"No Head-On Collisions Inventions..." laser guided 2014
ElectricWindmillFord Escort! Lost for group cheering of the
ISIS building blown up on live MSNBC.

12-2-14 New York Times Today... Iraqi Government and
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12-2-14 New York Times Today... Iraqi Government and
Kurds Reach Deal to Share Oil Revenues" By TIM ARANGO
Tim knows about the "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Cure
of Breast Cancer" yet writes about Kurds to Share Oil Money...
this is a war crime by Tim at the Times! MockingJay's got this
on Video for YouTube!

12-2-14 Bioscience Technology Today share oil revenue with
Moslems who bought a kidney... war crimes! "Changes
coming to kidney transplant waiting list" Bioscience
Technology New rules this week are bringing changes to the
nation's kidney transplant system that will give some
patients a better shot at a longer-lasting organ, and move
others up the waiting list. President Snow at MockingJay HQ
selling kidneys and giving Cheney a Heart at 88 ahead of
Mandatory Organ Donation, a Avalanche of the 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat. MockingJay Part 5 with Dr Katniss MD and Dr.
Katrina will bring in more $$$ and awards for the women
who inspire Mandatory Organ Donation, not a easy thing to
do as Cheney got ahead of the Heart line at 88... a war crime
only God will light Hells gasoline or H in a near star that
will burn for 4 Trillion years, 600 times the age of our
Universe! wow. Cheney + stupid criminals, 200 stitches at the
gas station hole up in Miami out of spite for 1984 II Numb
Nuts Dictators. Women pay for their criminal minds, that
should have been giving the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar laser
guidance 5th generation! And no Gas Stations in 2000 in
Miami!
Intel would never sell you a Xeon CPU as you would invent a
Rx Cure for Breast Cancer... Bill + Melinda know this is the
truth!
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truth!

Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a
electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the
MacBook Air + Pro.
12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" eating Hummus with Greg
telling Mary when were 90 I'll be going over the last 10
months of this web page by page Cheering one Invention
Project, theory, concept, Invention you inspires. Mary said I
don't see the money, what ever you impressed the Top Brass at
1984 II HQ last 10 months that I have been writing every
day! Wow... Call you a cab, 6666 2 cabs at the Court House
Deli. Mary is off, not far as Hemingway House is only 5
blocks... Home when I buy it for our Wedding!

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" eating Hummus with Greg
I said least we will get a Women MD President before a Jew
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I said least we will get a Women MD President before a Jew
President, Yes the Jews will just use Nukes in a first strike on
Mecca. I know you want the $777 Trillion confiscated from
Mecca + Allah for your first strike when the 1984 II Capital
MockingJays make contact... grin, she smiles about the
money as she will be the richest women in the world! If we
can pull off a successful coup Oil's $777 Trillion and cure for
breast cancer in 2015.

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" eating Hummus with
Greg... just read this on Fox "France planning to eliminate
diesel-powered cars" I can't open another page without
locking up this Acer PC will read it later but I doubt they
mention DIESEL caused kids cancers and birth defects! MD
women in France Paris could pull off the coup in 2014, lets
hope so as 1984 II USA will never tell us the statistics as this is
a war crime and Holocaust II worst than the Jews!

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" eating Hummus with
Greg... new cell Samsung asked her to take a picture, No!
Then we talked about cops and kids wearing cameras all the
time. With Obama's Support, Police Body Cameras Could
Become the New Normal. MockingJay Part 1 Movie was more
"Reality" TV than what could be normal as I told Mary
cameras have taken our picture. No reply as this would give
me some insight on how much a MockingJay Mary is... in our
1984 II Society. Dating a women who has read your "Secret"
file written by Los Alamos + Sandia Labs. My 5 pages are Mr
Buell and the wind car... rest is blacked out! Oh when Mary
was 5 they read aloud "Great Expectations" to all the little
girls, of course I went on look at all the "Great Expectations"
she got in this was over the last 10 months today. You
impressed President Snow and our 1984 II Numb Nuts
Dictators Mary! Wow! HQ!!!
12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" eating Hummus with
Greg... new cell new cane, Mary fell I think, not sure she will
not tell. 2 miles to the bathroom up some 55 degree stairs
with black rubber strips a mountain climber could catch a
soul on... she almost does the stair master. One more fall
with the cane Mary will be in a ElectricWheelchair before a
ElectricWindmillCar... so this was on Apple Insider we can
invent a center of Gravity for Mary - Greg, grin! Apple patents
active fall protection system that shifts iPhones in midair
Apple patents active fall protection system that shifts iPhones
in midair Apple on Tuesday was awarded a patent covering
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in midair Apple on Tuesday was awarded a patent covering
a futuristic iPhone protection system that can recognize
when a phone is dropped, calculate an estimated point of
impact and shift its center of gravity to avoid striking
sensitive components. Worthless after Mary inspires a
electrical storm in my brain and I discover how Gravity is
Generated. 1984 II Numb Nuts want to keep this out of the
MockingJay Part 5 MD movie! And the iPhone007 built into
the MacBook Air... Ride School bus in this futuristic Earth.
12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" sold 7 months ago and
kept "Top Secret" Jimmy Buffett sold Duval Street
"Margaritaville" would be "Hell" for the City of Key West
Tourists HQ.
12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" sold 7 months ago. Dr.
Victoria's MD Secret fashion show... bring this to Key West Hell
with Buffett next time he walks off a stage a Dr. Victoria's MD
will help.
12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" sold 7 months ago. I did
think of something... I could be right, Buffett sold
"Margaritaville" on Duval in Key West to pay Casino
gambling debts + medical bills....
12-2-14 Mary in every page of this web giving 4 or 5 billion
people Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines fueled with H @ -254 C
NASA made in the USA.

12-2-14 Mary in "Margaritaville" eating Hummus with
Greg... Greg in green wind breaker Mary making The Clothes
that a women MD could wear into "Margaritaville".
12-2-14 Men Drunk on "Margaritas" Good Bet in Vegas he
will kill her... Ray Rice: ‘Me and My Wife Had One Bad Night’
19K dead women are not on MockingJay's TV Screen or NY
Times Front page, Jew Dead but not 19K Dead Women killed
by men drinking a Margarita.
12-2-14 Men Drunk on "Margaritas" Good Bet in Vegas he
will kill her... Ray Rice: HQ in this 1984 society will be the
real murderer of his wife! Kerry, McCain, Hillary, Bush...
12-2-14 'In Cold Blood' Files Can Finally Be Published:
Judge... Kerry, McCain, Hillary, Bush killing and cheering
Drone or Fiery Cop Car Crash in Paris or LA... Judge just said
the mentally ill in NYC need help. MockingJay the President
brainwashed the guy to strangle Katniss not
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brainwashed the guy to strangle Katniss not
inventsomething. Right from wrong in a Universe that needs
an Atomic Clock which Mary doesn't want, grin. Greg Does as
if we had a Atomic Clock in the living room all of Mary's
comments about getting that thing out of my living room
will get me many invention projects!

12-2-14 'Blood' Files Can Finally Be Published: Judge... for
all grades as MD women started Med School at 5 with their
Dad's, grin. Not a Judge! But for the blood test results... wow!
1st grade blood test results on a test. Key West will refuse, Hell
No We Won't Go...

12-2-14 New York Times Today... Iraqi Government and
Kurds Reach Deal to Share Oil Revenues" By TIM ARANGO
Tim knows about the "New Manhattan Project for the Rx Cure
of Breast Cancer" yet writes about Kurds to Share Oil Money...
this is a war crime by Tim at the Times!
12-2-14
12-2-14

Intel would never sell you a Xeon CPU as you would invent a
Rx Cure for Breast Cancer... Bill + Melinda know this is the
truth!
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truth!

Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a
electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the
MacBook Air + Pro.

12-1-14 Dr. Mockingjay MD Part 1 1984 II Numb Nuts at the
Capital. Greg + "Cure for Breast Cancer" in the district of Key
West, 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... in Paris! Dash Cam's in
Hunger Games + Mockingjay Part 1 for the "Love" of God's Best
Invention... women. Brainwashed inventions by the
President are to kill 19K women. 1984 II Numb Nuts could
have brainwashed him to inventsomeing, and
strangulation wow Key West Mug shots every day have a
assault by strangulation. Good Movie "MockingJay Part 1"
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assault by strangulation. Good Movie "MockingJay Part 1"
more Orwellian than I expected. TV Shot of Greg on 1 Dec.
2014 sitting outside Starbucks on Duval because the wifi
can't be picked up inside. State of the Arts laser Guided
ElectricWindmillFord Escort, Greg wants to Escort Mary B to
the Marriage License Court House in the Heart of 1984's
Capital, grin. On TV... grin! She does look Perfect, Mary B.
and MockingJay!

12-1-14 Dr. Mockingjay MD Part 1 1984 II Numb Nuts at the
Capital Greg + "Cure for Breast Cancer"
MockingJay Part 1 the Movie, TV is now on Dr. Katniss MD
24/7 MD MD hundreds of millions triumphing victory over
Caesar + the Pentagon killing by "Strangulation" 19K SWF in
2014... $10 Trillion Dollar Homeland Security guards the
Social Security Offices in the USA, Today is 12-1-14 last
month of 2014! Move Homeland Security Out to a "Black
Hole" as they are 9/11 Propaganda that didn't have a NY
Times Front page on the 9/11 ElectricWindmillFord Escort
and the 17 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia with $4 Godsend
Gas money given to them by the 1984 II President Snow and
the Pentagon. wow! Now we just need an iApp to hear + see
Aliens on the 52 nearest Stars witch are also preinstalled on
her MD MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. Intel would never sell
you a Xeon CPU as you would invent a Rx Cure for Breast
Cancer... Bill + Melinda know this is the truth!
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Cancer... Bill + Melinda know this is the truth!

Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a
electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the
MacBook Air + Pro.
12-1-14 Dr. Katrina MD Brain Doctor standing next to Dr.
Katniss MD in MockingJay 3 Breast Cancer War Victory
Picture TV shot... (both married to greg + Mary B. in the
movie, grin!)
12-1-14 Dr. Mockingjay MD Part 1 1984 II Numb Nuts at the
Capital Greg + "Cure for Breast Cancer"
12-1-14 Dr. Mockingjay MD Part 1 1984 II Numb Nuts at the
Capital Greg + "Cure for Breast Cancer"
12-1-14 Dr. Mockingjay MD Part 1 1984 II Numb Nuts at the
Capital Greg + "Cure for Breast Cancer"
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Capital Greg + "Cure for Breast Cancer"

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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